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Let W be a Coxeter group. In [10] Kazhdan and Lusztig defined for 
each y, w e W certain polynomials Py,w over 7/. They conjectured that in the 
case where W is the Weyl group corresponding to a complex semi-simple 
Lie algebra (5 these polynomials determine the characters of the irreducible 
IS-modules. (This conjecture has now been proved; see [3, 4].) Later G. 
Lusztig [11] formulated a corresponding conjecture for the irreducible 
modules for a semi-simple algebraic group G defined over an algebraically 
closed field of prime characteristic p involving the same polynomials except 
that W is now the affine Weyl group corresponding to G. 
Elementary properties of the polynomials Py,w show that there exist 
polynomials Q .... x, z ~ W such that the inversion formula 
( - 1 ),(z~-,(y) Py,z Qz, w = 6y,w 
2 
holds for all y, w ~ W_ Here l denotes the length function on W. In the case 
where W is finite it is shown in [10] that Qz,~ = Pwow, woz, where Wo is the 
longest element in W. In the case where W is an affine Weyl group Lusztig 
defines in [-12] certain Q-polynomials which "generically" equal the Q~,w's. 
In this paper we modify Lusztig's construction and thereby obtain certain 
Q'-polynomials which coincide exactly with the Qz, w's (and "generically" 
with Lusztig's Q-polynomials), see Section 7 for the precise statement. 
The motivation for our modified construction comes from an 
examination of the consequences of the above mentioned conjecture of G. 
Lusztig. D. Vogan has shown [13] that the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture is
equivalent to the'semi-simplicity of the hearts of certain modules obtained 
from the irreducible N-modules via translation across a wall. His proof 
carries over to the affine case, see Section2 below (compare also [6]). 
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Believing in Lusztig's conjecture on the modular irreducible modules we 
show in section 3 how we may "invert" this conjecture to get a direct 
expression for the composition factors of Weyl modules. This "inverted" 
formula resembles Lusztig's inductive formula for his Q-polynomials 
somewhat. We introduce Q'-polynomials in such a way that the 
corresponding inductive formula for these coincides precisely with our 
"inverted" formula. Imitating the procedure in [12] we then show that our 
polynomials are equal to the above Qz,w'S. 
An intriguing question is, How much of the structure of the Weyl 
modules can actually be derived from the Q'-polynomials? (Compare [-6] 
where the corresponding question is discussed for Verma modules.) We 
point out here that as a consequence of Lusztig's conjecture the dimensions 
of the Ext I between certain of the irreducible G-modules will be given in 
terms of the leading coefficients in the P-polynomials. 
Another interesting question arises when we compare our polynomials to 
Lusztig's Q-polynomials. A certain cancellation effect occurs when we are 
close to a wall of the dominant chamber. How is this cancellation related 
to the failure of Bott's theorem in characteristic p (see [7, 8])? 
1. LUSZTIG'S CONJECTURE 
Let G denote a simply connected almost simple algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. We fix a maximal torus T 
and a Borel subgroup B containing T. In the root system R of G w.r.t. T we 
choose a set R + of positive roots such that B corresponds to - R +. We let 
X(T) denote the character group of T and we set 
X(T)+ = {2~X(T) [ (~v, 2> ~>0 for all ~ER+}, 
the set of dominant characters. Here ~ is the coroot of a defined by 
s~(2)=2- (a~,  2> a, where s~ denotes the reflection w..r.t. ~. Recall that 
X(T)+ parametrizes the irreducible modules for G: to 2eX(T)+ 
corresponds the irreducible module L(2) with highest weight 2. Here the 
word "highest" refers to the partial order ~< on X(T) given by 2 ~< # if and 
only if #-  2 is a linear combination of positive roots with non-negative 
integer coefficients. One may think of L(2) as the unique simple submodule 
of the G-module H°(2) obtained from 2 by induction from B to G. (Alter- 
natively H°(2) is the zeroth cohomology group of the line bundle on G/B 
induced by 2.) All the other composition factors of H°(2) have highest 
weight less than 2. Hence if we write ch V for the formal character of the 
G-module V then we have 
ch/4°(2) = E [H°( 2): L(#)] ch L(#) (1.1) 
,u~<2 
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and 
ch L(,t) = y~ (L(,q: H°(#)) ch H°(U), (1.2) 
#~<). 
where [/-/°(2): L(/a)] • N (the composition factor multiplicity of L(#) in 
H°(2)) and (L(p): H°(2)) • Y. The acyclieity of H°(2) among modules with 
weights not larger than 2 [5, Proposition 3.2] gives the following 
expression for (L(5~): H°(#)): 
(L(2): H° (#) )=Z ( -1 )  ~ dim Ext,(L(2), H°(/,)). (1.3) 
i 
Now let p denote half the sum of the positive roots and for all ~ e R, 
n e 77, let H=,, denote the hyperplane in E= X(T)® ~ given by 
H=,.= {rEEl  <~', v+p> =np}. 
The connected components of E -  [)~ ~ R+ H~,n are called alcoves. Following 
[12] we set /2 equal to the set of affine motions in E generated by the 
reflections a,, n in the hyperplanes H~,,. We regard/2 as acting on the right 
on E. This gives a simply transitive action of/2 on the set X of alcoves. 
Still following [12] we let S be the set of/2-orbits in the set of faces of 
alcoves and if s ~ S and A is an alcove then we define sA to be the alcove 
¢ A in X which has a common face of type s with A. The affine Weyl group 
Hip is now the group generated by all the maps A--+ sA. Clearly Wp's 
action on X is also simply transitive and it commutes with the action of/2. 
Let A + denote the alcove determined by the two conditions 
-peA + and A+ +pC__X(T)+ ®~. 
We set A-  = woA +. In the following we assume that p ~> h (the Coxeter 
number of R) so that we may pick 2cA  c~X(T). If A is any alcove then 
we let 2AeA denote the mirror image of 2_ The linkage principle [1] 
implies that 
[H°(2A): L(#)] = (L(2A): H°(#))= 0 unless # = 2 B 
for some alcove B ~ A. 
Here ~< denotes the partial order on X discussed in [12]: B ~< A if and only 
if there exists a sequence of alcoves B= Ao, A1,..-, An = A such that there is 
a unique hyperplane H~,,n ` separating Ai from Ai+l and Ai+ 1 is contained 
in the positive half-plane determined by H,i,n i- 
When w e Hip we set w-2 = 2wA-. Lusztig's conjecture can then be for- 
mulated as follows (~o denotes the highest short root in R): 
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Conjecture 1.4 (Lusztig [11]). Let y, we  Wp such 
w.2eX(T)+.  Suppose (~,  w.2) (p (p -h+2) .  Then 
(L(w. 2): H°(y - 2)) = ( -  1) '(') '(y) Py,w(1). 
that y. 4, 
2. TRANSLATION 
Let 2cA-  ~X(T)  
s,,= {se W,, I s. ~=~}. 
functors T~ and T~ (compare [2] and [9]): 
chT~H°(y -#)= ~ chH°(sy '2) ,  y '#eX(T)+.  
seS  u 
T~L(y2)=L(y l~)  i f sy>y for all seS~,  
y'  2eX(T)+.  
= 0 otherwise, 
as in Section 1. Take it eA  c~X(T) and let 
Recall the following facts about the translation 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Suppose in the following that S u = { 1, s} for some s e S. Then we have 
0 -+ H°(y • 2) --* T~uH°(y'#) --+ H°(sy - 2) ---} 0 
(2.3) 
is exact for all y e Wp with y '  2 e X(T) + and y < sy, 
Soc T~L(y- #) ~- Hd(T~L(y-  #)) ~- L(y" 4) for all 
(2.4) 
y e Wp with y " 2 e X( T) + and y < sy. 
Now fix w e W e such that w'# e X( T)+ and such that sw < w. Define 
Q(w-2) and U(w.2) by the two short exact sequences 
0 ~ L(sw.2)  ~ T~uL(w'kt) ~ Q(w. 2) --* 0 (2.5) 
0 ~ U(w. 2) --, Q(w 4) --+ L(sw 2) -~ 0 
In this setup we have the following 
LEMMA 2.6. 
Extb(O(w- 2), H°(y - 2)) 
~- Extb(L(sw '2), H°(sy • 2)) 
-~ Ext~ I ( L (sw"  4), n° (y  " 4)) 
Proof 
Suppose y e Wp such that y " 2 e X( T) + and sy < y. Then 
if sy. 2eX(T)+ 
if ~y.2¢X(T)+. 
The first sequence in (2.5) gives us the long exact sequence 
--- --, Ext~(Q(w .2), H°(y - 2)) --* Ext~(TZuL(w "#), H°(y • 2)) 
--* Ext~(L(sw " 2), H° (y  2)) --+ "" 
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while from (2.3) we get 
• "" ~ Ext~(L(sw'2), H°(sy" 2)) ~ Ext~(L(sw "2), T~H°(y'#)) 
-~ Ext~a(L(sw.2), H°(y- 2)) ~ ... 
if sy" 2 ~ X(T)+. Now note that the last terms are identical and the middle 
terms are isomorphic. In fact H°(y . l~)=T~H°(y .2)  by (2.1) while 
L(w. l~)=T~L(sw.2)  by (2.2). Hence the statement follows by the 
adjointness of T~ and T~. Moreover the resulting diagrams commute 
according to Proposition 5.18 of [6]. Hence we are done in the case 
sy .2EX(T)+.  I f sy .2¢X(T)+ wejust note that T~H°(y .2 )=0 Q.E.D. 
In analogy with [6, 13] we can state: 
Conjecture 2.7. If w is as above and if (a~, w '2 ) (p (p -h+2)  then 
U(w-2) is semi-simple. 
Before we look at the connection between this conjecture and Conjecture 
1.4 we shall give two consequences. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose Conjecture 2.7 holds. Let y ~ Wp such that 
y " 2 E X( T) + and y <~ w. Then 
(i) I fsy < y then [U(w-2): L (y '2 ) ]  = dim Extl(L(sw.2),  L(y.2)).  
(ii) Ext~(L(w- 2), H°(y . 2)) = 0 for i ~ l(w) - l(y) (rood 2). 
(iii) I f  y < w, sy < y, and y#sw then [U(w.2): L(y-2)]  = 
dim Ext~(L(sw-2), H°(y.2)). 
Proof (i) By adjointness of the functors T~ and T~ we have 
Ext~(T~L(w. lz), L(y- 2))_~Ext~(L(w- /2), T~L(y- 2)). The assumption 
sy < y implies that T~L(y. 2) = 0 (see (2.2)). Hence from the sequence (2.5) 
we find first 
Ext~(Q(w. 2), L(y.  2)) _~ Exff-l(L(sw- 2), L(y • 2)) = 0 
for i = 0, 1 and then 
Hom~(U(w - 2). L(y- 2)) _~ Ext~(L(sw-2), L(y- 2)). 
This proves (i). 
(ii) We use induction on l(w). If w = Wo the statement follows from 
the special case of [5, Proposition 3.2] saying that Ext~(L(wo.2), 
H°(wo • 2)) = 0 for i > 0. So let w > Wo and suppose (ii) holds for all w' with 
l(w') < l(w). It is easy to see that L(w-2) is always a composition factor 
(with multiplicity 1) of U(w. 2). Hence by our assumption it is enough to 
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prove that Ext~(U(w' 2), H° (y .2 ) )=0 for i ~ l (w)- l (y)  (mod 2). From 
the sequence defining U(w. 2) we get the long exact sequence 
--- ~ Ext~(a(w- 2), H°(y- 2)) ~ Ext~(U(w- 4), H°(y • 2)) 
Ext~+a(L(sw.2), H°(y.  2)) --, -.-. (2.9) 
Assume first that sy < y. 
Suppose i~  l (w)- l (y)  (mod 2). Then i+ 1 ~ I (sw)-l(y) (rood2) and 
hence by the induction hypothesis Ext~+~(L(sw2), H°(y '2 ) )=0.  By 
Lemma 2.6 we have Ext~(Q(w. 2), H°(y - 4)) ~ Ext~(L(sw. 4), H°(sy . 4)) 
(resp. Ext~-l(L(sw'2), H°(y'2))) ,  which is also zero by the induction 
hypothesis and we get (ii) in this case. 
So we assume now that sy>y. Since T~L(w.2)=O we find 
2 Ext~(L(w'2), T~H°(y '2 ) )=0 for all i. Hence the long exact sequence 
resulting from (2.3) shows that Ext~(L(w' 4), H°(y • 4 ) ) -  Ext~ l(L(w' 4), 
H°(sy- 2)) for all i. So (ii) follows in this case as well. 
(iii) Note that the assumption y<w, y#sw implies that 
Homc(Q(w 2), H°(y • 2)) = 0. (The only simple quotient of T~L(w" #) and 
hence of Q(w- 2) is L(sw.2).) If l (w)-  l(y) is odd then it follows from (2.9) 
and (ii) that Homc(U(w'2) ,  H°(y'2))~Ext~(L(ws2),  H°(y2) )=0.  If 
l(w)--l(y) is even it follows from (2.9) that Homo(U(w.2), H°(y-2))  "~ 
Ext~(L(sw-2), H°(y2)) ,  because by Lemma 2.6 and (ii) we have 
Ext~(O(w • 2), H°(y '  2))~_Ext~(L(sw.2), H°(sy" 2))= 0 
~- HomG(L(sw 2), H°(y • 4)) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose Conjecture 2.7 holds. Then 
(i) Ext~(L(w' 2), L(y  4)) = 0 for all y <~ w for which l (w)-  l(y) is 
el)en. 
(ii) I f  sy < y <<, w then for i=- l(w) - l(y) (mod 2) we have the short 
exact sequence 
0 ~ Ext~(L(sw.2), H°(sy • 2)) ~ Ext~(U(w-2), H°(y • 2)) 
Ext~ + l(L(sw. 4), H° (y  4)) ~ 0 
while 
Ext~(U(w-2), H° (y '2 ) )=0 for i ~ l (w)- l (y)  (mod2). 
Here Ext~(L(sw" 2), H°(sy • 2)) should be replaced by 
Ext~-l(L(sw.2),H°(y.2)) if sy-2¢X(T)+. 
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Proof Part (i) follows from Proposition 2.8(ii) by noting that 
L(y-2)  c H°(y-2) with a quotient hat does not have L(w.2) as a com- 
position factor. Also (ii) is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.8(ii) (or 
rather of its proof; see (2.9)). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.11. Proposition 2.8(ii) and Corollary 2.10 do not require the 
full force of Conjecture 2.7. Only the consequence that L(w. 2) is a direct 
summand of U(w-2) is needed. This is equivalent to the non-vanishing of 
Ext~(L(w" 2), L(sw-2)). 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose Conjecture 2.7 holds. Then for y ~ Wp such 
that y . 2 ~ X( T) + we have 
ey, w(q) = ~ qidim Ext tlw) tcy) 2~(L(w. 2), H° (y  • 2)). 
i>~0 
Before we prove this result we introduce a symbol which will be used in 
the proof and will play a role in the next section as well. 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let y, w ~ Wp and suppose y ~< w. Then we define 
#(y, w) as the coefficient of qtt(w) t/y) 1)/2 in Py,w (=0 in l (w) - l (y )  is 
even). 
This definition coincides with the one given in [10] when #(y, w)~0. 
For later use we record here the following easy consequence of [10, 2.3 f.]: 
If we Wp such that w' lzEX(T)+ then •(y, w)=0 
unless y ~< w and y. 2 ~ X(T)+. (2.14) 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. Again we use induction on w. If w= 1 the 
formula is obvious. Suppose w > 1 and assume first that sy < y. The induc- 
tion hypotheses together with Corollary 2.10 gives 
qi dim ExtZ~w)-'¢Y)-2qUtw2),a ~ ~ H°(Y 2)) = qPy,,w(q) + Psy,~(q) (2.15) 
i 
and by Proposition 2.8(iii) we get for all z <<, sw, sz < z, z" 2 ~ X(T)+ 
I~(z, sw) = dim ExttG(L(sw-2), H°(z. 2)) = [U(w- 2): L(z- 2)]. 
Hence U(w.2)=L(w-2)G(OzL(z -2 )  ~u~ .... ))). When we insert this in 
(2.15) and then compare with the inductive formula [-10, 2.2.c)] for Py,w we 
see that we have the proposition in this case. 
If on the other hand y<sy  then we have Ext~(L(w-2), H°(y , -2) )_  ~ 
Ext~-l(L(w'2), H°(sy-2)). Comparing this with the above and with [i0, 
2.3.g] we obtain the proposition in this case as well. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 2.16. Conjecture 2.7 is equivalent o Conjecture 1.4. 
Proof Proposition 2.12 together with formula (1.3) immediately shows 
that Conjecture 1.4 is a consequence of Conjecture 2.7. To show the other 
implication we again argue by induction on w. There is no problem when 
w = 1 and to prove the induction step we first take y such that sy < y < w. 
Then we note that the induction hypothesis shows that Proposition 2.10(ii) 
still holds. Hence we get 
(U(w' 2): H°(y- 2)) = ( -  1) 'lw)-'/y) (Py,s~(1) + P~y.~w(1)) 
(note that P,y,~=Py,~w [,10, 2.3.g] so that this formula is still valid for 
sy ' 2 $ X( T) + ) and 
dim HomG(U(w -2), H° (y  2)) =#(y,  sw). 
At the same time we have 
(U(w ' 2): H°(y ' 2)) = ~ [-U(w • 2): L(z" 2)](L(z-2):  H°(y - 2)) 
2 
= ( -  1)aw)-Z(e) Py,w(1) 
+ [t;(w.2):L(z.2)](- l? 
z<W 
From [-10, 2.2.c)] and (2,14) we then obtain [-U(w-2): L(y .  2)] = #(y, sw). 
Hence 
[ ,U(w.2) :L (y .2 ) ]=d imHomG(U(w.2) ,H° (y .2 ) )  (2.17) 
for all y with sy < y. 
Suppose next that sy> y. Then by (2.2) we have T~L(y .2 )~-L (y .#) .  
On the other hand T~ U(w. 2) = 0 and hence EU(w" 2): L(y.  2)] = 0. At the 
same time we get 
HomG(U(w )0, H°(y  2))~HomG(U(w" 2), T~H°(y#) )  
"- HomG(T~ U(w. 2), H°(y.  #)) = O. 
We have thus shown that (2.17) holds for all y ~< w (both numbers are 1 
when y = w) and the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
3. INVERTING LUSZTIG'S CONJECTURE 
We preserve the notation from Section 2. In particular 2 ~ X(T)+ c~A 
and # • X(T) c~ A - such that S u = { 1, s }. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let y, w ~ Wp such that y " 2, w " p E X( T) + and sy < y. Then 
[H°(w. 2): L(y • 2)] = [H°(sw' 2): L(sy .2) ]  - [H°(sw • 2): L(y- 2)] 
+ ~ [U(sz  )~): L(y.  2)] [H°(sw " 2): L(z. 2)], 
z 
where the sum is extended over those z ~ Wp which satisfy z < sz, y < z <~ sw, 
and z. 2 ~ X(T) +. 
Proof From the short exact sequence (2.3) relative to w (or sw) we find 
[H°(w' 2): L(y.  2)] = [T~uH°(wp): L(y- 2)] - [H° (sw 2): L(y- 2)]. 
Now 
[T~H°(w • p): L(y .  2)] = ~[T~L(z  .,u): L(y" 2)3 [H°(w-#): L(z .u)], 
where we sum over all z with sy <~ z <~ sw and z < sz (note that z- p = sz- It). 
By (2.1) and (2.2) we see that [H°(w./t): L (z .#)]  = [H°(sw-2): L(z-2)]  
and for the other term we have 
[T~L(z ' I~) :L (y -2 ) ]= I  if z=sy  
=[U(sz .2 ) :L (y .2 ) ]  if z#sy .  Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. (i) If in Lemma 3.1 we have sy" 2 ~ X(T)+ then the term 
[H°(sw.2): L(sy-2)]  should be deleted. 
(ii) Suppose ye  W; such that y .2eX(T)+ and y<sy .  Then by (2.1) 
and (2.2) 
[H°(w. 2): L(y-  2)] = [H°(w. #): L(y.  #)] = [H°(sw ' 2): L(y.  2)]. 
Lemma 3.1 together with Remark 3.2(ii) gives an algorithm for deter- 
mining the composition factors of Weyl modules. It only works, however, if 
all the U(w. 2)'s are known. Now Lusztig's conjecture was seen in section 2 
to imply that [U(w .2): L (y '2 ) ]  = #(y, sw) (compare Proposition 2.8(iii) 
and Proposition 2.12). Hence we may reformulate Lusztig's conjecture as 
follows: 
Conjecture 3.3. Let y, w be as in Lemma 3.1 and suppose (~3, w.25 
( p(p - h + 2) 5. Then 
[H°(w' 2): L(y- 2)3 = [H°(sw- 2): L(sy '2) ]  - [H°(sw. 2): L (y '  2)] 
+ Y~ u(y, z)[H°(sw-2): L(z..~)], 
z 
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where the sum is over all z • Wp satisfying z. )~ • X( T)+, y < z ~ sw, and 
z ~ sz.  
In the next sections we study the inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
and in particular we show that they satisfy a relation corresponding to the 
formula in this conjecture (see (8.5)). 
4. ACTIONS OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA 
We let ;,~ denote the Hecke algebra associated to Wp; i.e., 3¢g is the 
7/[q, q-1]-algebra which as a Z[q, q-1]-module is free with basis (Tw)~ w 
and where the multiplication is given via the relations 
(T~+ 1)(Ts-q)=O, s•S 
and 
TwTw,=Tw~, if l (ww')=l(w)+l(w') .  
As in 1-12] let d/4' be the free 7/[q, q-1]-module on X and equip J /w i th  an 
dg-module structure by setting 
T,A = sA if sA > A 
(4.1) 
=qsA+(q-1)A  if sA<A 
for any alcove A. 
Similarly if we denote by X_ the set of negatively dominant alcoves, i.e., 
A • X_ if (e~, A + p)< 0 for all ~ E R+, then the free Z[q, q-1]-module 
on X has an ~f-module structure given by 
T ,A=-A  if sACX_  
= sA if sA • X andsA>A 
=qsA+(q-1)A  if sA<A 
(4.2) 
for A • X_ (note that if A • X_ and sA (s X then sA > A). We denote this 
W-module by J¢/ .  
Now let JV denote the 3/g-submodule of J /generated by the set 
{A + +A+a~ I e a simple root}. 
(Here a ,= a~,o-) It is easy to see that J[_ is isomorphic to the quotient 
~//~4/'. We let r: Jg ~ J[_ be the homomorphism resulting from this iden- 
tification. Note that if A e X then r(A) equals the basis element A in J r .  
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When • is a simple root we let X~ denote the ~-submodule  of 
generated by A + + A + a~. To describe ~V~ more explicitly we introduce the 
notation 
U.={e~Elnp<(~,e+p)<(n+l )p} ,  n~g_ 
(U. is a strip in the terminology of [12].) Let A be an alcove contained in 
Uo and define alcoves A n, n eZ, inductively by setting A=Ao and 
A.=A._ la . , . .  Then An is contained in U.. For each n we set 
and 
fA.=An+A~+I 
n- -1  
gn(A)=q. -~A_n+(q_ l )  ~, q~-i iA2i_n_l+An_l 
i=1  
n - I  
=q.- l f~ .-- Z q" i--l(fA2~ .-~--fA2,-.)" 
i~ l  
LEMMA 4.3. (i) The elements g,(A), where A is contained in Uo and 
n >~ 1, constitute a basis for JV~ as a 72 [-q, q- 1 ]-module. 
(ii) For any A in Uoandn~ we have qn-lfA_. + fA . _~V ~. 
Proof (i) First note that any alcove A in X may be obtained from A + 
by applying a sequence of elements from the set {Ts, TT I I sES}.  If A is 
contained in Uo then such a sequence taking A + into A will take 
A + +A+a~ into A+Aa~=fA 1= g~(A). Hence gl(A) ~V~. Now let s~S 
and let A be any alcove contained in Uo- If sA is also contained in Uo then 
sA n is contained in U. for all n. Moreover, sA > A if and only if sAn > A for 
all n. Using this we see that 
Ts g.(A) = g.(sA) if sA > A 
=qg. (sA)+(q-1)g . (A)  if sA<A. 
Next we assume that sA is contained in U1. Then sAn=A.+ 1 for n even 
and sA. = An 1 for n odd. Hence for n even (resp. odd) we find 
n- -1  
T~g. (A)=q" - lA - .+~+(q  -1 )  Z q" ~- i (qA2i - . -2+(q-1)A2i - , , -~)  
i= l  
+qA,_2+(q- -1 )A ,  , 
=qg~ ~(A)+(q-1)g, , (A)  
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(resp. 
n-- I  
Tsg,(A)=q"A ~_~+q" l (q -1 )A_ ,+(q -1)  ~ q"-a-'A2~_,+A n 
i=1 
= g,+l(A)). 
The same reasoning shows that if sA is contained in U_ l then 
T~gn(A)= g,+i(A) if n is even 
=qg,_~(A)+(q-1)g,,(A) if n is odd. 
It follows that all the g,(A)'s belong to ~ and that the g[q, q-~]- 
submodule they generate is in fact an ~Vf-submodule of ~//. Since the 
gn(A)'s are obviously linearly independent we have (i). 
(ii) We use induction on n. For n = 1 the statement reads 2fA i e X~, 
which is obvious. For n = 2 we have qfA_2 +f~0 = g2(A)+ gl(A). For n > 2 
we easily check the identity 
g,(A) - qgn_2(A) = q"- lfA_. + fAn-z- (qn--ZfA-,~+l  fao-3), 
from which the induction step follows. Q.E.D. 
5. INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
First we need more terminology from El2]. We call v ~ E a special point 
if v is a 0-dimensional facet of an alcove such that the maximal number 
( = cardinality of R + ) of hyperplanes H,,, pass through v. If v is a special 
point we set 
cg+ = {e~E[ (~v, e -v )  >0 for all ~R+} 
and 
cgj = {eEE[ (~, e--v) <0 for all ~eR+}.  
We let A + (resp. A~-) be the alcove contained in cg+ (resp. cg~-) which has 
v in its closure. Note that in this language -p  is a special point, cg+p is the 
dominant chamber, and A+o = A + 
Still following [12] we set 
II~-- {e~EI O< (av, e-v )  <p for all simple roots ~} 
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and let ev denote the element 
ev= ~ A~J/g. 
AEX 
yEA 
The J(,~-submodule of ~ '  generated by all the eo's is denoted ,/go. We 
introduce ~,o_ in the same way; i.e., j#o_ is the ~,Vf-submodule of ~'_ 
generated by all elements 
e'~= ~ A~Jg  
AeX 
vE• 
with v running through the set of special points in the negatively dominant 
chamber. Clearly j4o  ,,,jgo/,//goc~x. We will also denote by r the 
homomorphism from ,/I/° ~ ,/eL ° corresponding to r: d / /~  ~/#_ ~ ~¢//Y. 
Note that if v is a special point in the negatively dominant chamber then 
r(ev) = e'~. 
For v a special point we let f2~ (resp. W,) denote the stabilizer in 
(resp. Wp) of v. Then f2v and W. are both isomorphic to the ordinary Weyl 
group of R. In particular we will identify ~2 p and W p by W. 
Finally we shall need the "distance function" d on X introduced in 1.4 of 
[12]. We let 6 be the length function on X determined by 
6(A) = d(A +, A). 
We are now ready to prove a result which will enable us to carry over 
Lusztig's results in [12] on ~,o to J / l° .  
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let v be a special point and let co E Q_p = W. Then 
e v - ( - 1 )t(o~) A + ÷ qa( o Ao~)/2e. ~ ~ y .  
Proof It will be enough to prove that 
d + + e~ + q (~.~.Ao )/2e.~. ~~ ~_ ~V" 
for all simple roots a. Suppose Ha, . is the a-hyperplane that passes through 
v. Then we have 
e.= E B= E (B+Ba~,, , )=EfA._ , ,  
BEX f leX  A 
v~B v~O 
B < Ba~, n 
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where the last sum is extended over certain A's contained in Uo (we use the 
notation from Section 4). Similarly we get 
e~ = Z C= ~ (C+Ca, , _ , )=~fA_ ,_ , ,  
C~X C~X A 
C < C~,-n 
where the last sum is performed over the same set of A's as above. The 
claim now follows from Lemma 4.3(ii) by noting that d(A+~, A~+)= -2n. 
Q.E.D. 
In Section 2 of [12] an intertwining operator O,:d/C°--,J/¢ ° is 
introduced for co ~ O. This Jf-automorphism of d//° satisfies 
e~ 0o~ = q d(A+~'A+ )/2eooj 
for any special point v. If co ~ W then the above proposition shows that 0o~ 
maps Y n dg° into itself. Hence we get 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For each 09 ~ W there exists a unique Yf -automorphism 
O~ of j¢o which satisfies 
r(ev) O~ = qa(A%'A))/Zr(e~o~). 
Let us also consider the map ~o: Jd ~ Jg defined by 
q°(E  cAA)=E ?AACOo, CA~7/[q,q--1], 
where 090 denotes the longest element in W and where ?A is the element in 
7?[q, q - l ]  obtained from CA by replacing q by q-1. Then q~ is o~f-antilinear, 
i.e., q~(cTwm)=?Tw-~,q~(m) for all c~7?[q, q - l ] ,  we Wp, and mE J// (see 
Lemma 2.10 of [12]). 
Note that q~(A + + A + a~)= A + coo + A + a,coo= Twols(A + + WoSWoA + )~ 
X,  where s ~ S is the element determined by sA ÷ = A +a, and where wo is 
the longest word in W ~(= W). 
It follows that ~p maps ~V into ~V and hence we get 
LEMMA 5.3. The map q~': Jg --* d/l_ given by 
is a well-defined Y6-antilinear map. 
Finally we get the analogue of Theorem 2.12 of [12]. 
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THEOREM 5.4. There is a unique 9~-antilinear map q)': ill °_ -+ lg °_ such 
that 
q)'(r(e~) ) = q-~(A+)r(e~) 
for all special points v. 
Proof Define ~'  by q)'(m)= q/(mO~o) for all m 6/ / /o-  Q.E.D. 
6. THE INVERSE KAZHDAN-LusZTIG POLYNOMIALS 
As in [12] we let 2g be the set of formal 7/[q, q-a]-l inear combinations 
~A ~AA of alcoves such that the set of A for which ~A¢0 is bounded 
above, We define//2_ similarly. 
By imitating the arguments in Section 7 of [12] we shall now show that 
~b' extends to ~_ .  
Any element in ~ can be written uniquely in the form ~n~ A0 cBEB with 
cB~ 77[q, q-a]. Here EB is defined as follows: Let v be the special point for 
which B_  H v and pick w ~ Wp such that B = w(A~ +). Then EB = Twev. 
From Proposition 5.1 it follows that 
r(EB) = ( -1 )  l('°) qa(~+'AL)/2r(E~), o9~ W, (6.1) 
where B '° = w(A+). 
Suppose now that B6X and let v be the special point for which 
B~_H~. We then set E'a=T~e'~, where we Wp is determined such that 
w(A+)=B.  It follows from (6.1) that if coE W then E~=(-1)  t('~) 
qa(a'+'A+)/Zr(Eno9). Hence any element in J /2 can be written uniquely in the 
form 
c'sE's, c'Be2[q, q- l ] .  
BEX 
This allows us to define ~'://2_ ~ ~_  by 
~' c'~E'~ - ~,  ' ' ' c~ (EB). 
B - B~X 
Then ~b is a well-defined Jg-antilinear map and we can write 
qfi'(A)=q-~(A) ~ ( - l~a(s'A) ~ ' j  B,AB, (6.2) 
B~X_  
where ~ '  s,a are polynomials in q with /~'B,A = 0 unless B ~< A and ~A,A = 1. 
(Compare with section 7.2 of [12].) 
607/60/2-2 
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We are now ready to prove the result which corresponds to Theorem 
2.15 (or 7.3) of [12]. 
TI-mOREM 6.3. For any C~X_  there exists a unique element D 'c~_  
such that ~(D'c)= q-a~C)D'c and 
D'c= ~. Q'A,cA, 
AEX_  
A<~C 
where Q'A,c~ 7/[q] has degree <~ ½(d(A, C ) -  1) if A < C and Q'c,c= 1. 
Proof We define 
O' c=r(Dc), CEX ; 
then we have ~b'(D[-) = r~b(Dc) = q a(C)D'c. It is not clear immediately that 
the polynomials Q'A,c have the stated bounds on their degrees. However, by 
Theorem 5.2 of [12] we get 
Y, . . . . . .  ry '  D'c = ev, 
y <~ WWv 
:( yw~) = I(y) + t(wo) 
where v is the special point for which C c_H, and we Wp such that 
w(A+)= C. The statement about the degree of Q'A,c now follows by 
imitating the arguments in the proofs of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 5.2 
of [12]. (The formula in J / /  which replaces (4.2.1) in [12] looks as 
follows (for A E X ), 
T,k"" T,,(A) = ~, (-- 1)"' qm,(q _ l )P / -n tSk . . .  ~p i . . .  gi2_., gi ... sa(A), 
I 
where the sum is extended over all subsets I=  {i1<i2< ' "  <ie~ } of 
{ 1, 2 ..... k } for which 
(a) s: j_ l . . .ge2-. -gi~.. .S l(A)EX (we omit all se such that i~L 
i<~j), 
(b) either s~.- .~,_L-. .~2.. .~j. - .s l (A)<~U..~2,. .~,-- .s l (A) or 
s i , ' "s i , _ l " "s i2"s i l " "S l (A)~X , t= l,...,pi, 
where mr is the number of j, 1 <~j<~k, J¢L  such that sjsj l""  s i~ '  Six'- 
S l(A)<sj_ l . . -ge2.. .~.. .s l (A),  and ntis the number of j e I  such that 
sfif_l...~,2..-~i~...sl(A) ~ X .  Note that the degrees of the polynomials 
involved are smaller than or equal to the corresponding ones appearing in 
(4,2.1).) 
Finally the proof of the uniqueness of D~ is word to word the same as 
the uniqueness proof for D c (Theorem 7.3 in [12]). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 6.4. (i) It follows easily (compare proof of [12, Theorem 
5.2]) that because of the relation ~b'(D~)=q-~C)D' c and the bounds on 
the degrees of Q'A,c we must have 
Q'a,c = 0 unless A >>, C~o~, 
where co~ is the element of £2, such that A +coo ~ (g~-. 
(ii) If CEX_  is far from the walls of the negatively dominant cham- 
ber (meaning that if Co)o ~< A ~< C then A e X_ ) then Q'A,c = Q,4,c for all A. 
7. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
In this section we show that the matrix (Q],c) is the inverse of the 
matrix (Py,~)y,w~, where ~= {we Wp[ w(A+)EX ). We start with the 
following analogue of Proposition 11.1 of [ 12]. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. 
(i) ~ ,~ = 1. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Let A, BE X . 
(iv) 
have 
~'~,,~ = 0 unless B <<, A_ 
~'B,,4 = q~B,sA if sA < A and sB ¢ X 
= ~'sB,~,4 if sA < A and sB < B 
= q~t'~B,~ A + (q -- 1 ) ~'n,~A if sA < A, sB > B, and sB e X . 
For any special point v in the negatively dominant chamber we 
2 q't(C'A+)( -|~a(B'c)~' : J~B,C---- 1 if VEB 
C 
v~c =0 if vCB. 
(v) I fB<~A then ~'B,A is apolynomial in q ofdegree<~d(B, A). 
(vi) ~'B,A is uniquely determined by properties (i)-(iv). 
Proof The only difference between the stated properties of ~,,~ and 
the corresponding statements for ~B,,~ occurs in the first case in (iii). It is, 
however, immediate to obtain this case from the relation &(T ,A)= 
T j l# ' (A) .  The proofs of the other statements are the same as the proofs 
given in [12] for ~s,A. Q.E.D. 
Next we shall generalize Theorem 11.6 of [12]. The polynomials 
Ry.weY_[q], y, we  Wp are defined by the formula (compare [10, 2.0]) 
Twll = q-,~w) ~ ( _ 1 ),~w)-,~_V)gy, w Ty. 
y 
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THEORE~ 7.2. Let A, BeX and let y ,w~Wp such that y(A +)=A,  
w( A + ) = B. Then 
~'~,A = Y~ R~,w~. 
xEW 
Proof  We shall prove that the right-hand side has properties imilar to 
(i)-(iv) in Proposition 7.1. As far as the analogues of (i), (ii), and (iv) go 
this is contained in the proof of [12, Theorem 11.6]. That proof also gives 
(iii) except for the first case. To prove that case we have to establish the 
identity 
E Ry, w~ = q ~ R~y,w~ if sy > y and sw(A +) q~ X_ .  
x~W x~W 
Note first that if w0 denotes the longest word in W then we can write 
w = w'wo for some w' ~ Wp with l(w') + l(wo) = l(w). Since sw(A + ) q~ X we 
also have sw = sw'wo = W'WoS' for some generator s' ~ W. Hence for x ~ W 
we have 
swx < wx if and only if W'WoS'X < W'WoX; 
i.e., swx < wx if and only if s'x > x. Using the properties [10, 2.0.b, 2.0.c] of 
the polynomials Ry,w we find 
E Ry, x= E R ,wx+ E R ,wx 
x~W xEW x~W 
s 'x  > x s 'x  < x 
= ~ (qR~y ....  +(q -1)R~y,~)+ E R~y .. . .  
xeW xsW 
s 'x  > x s 'x  < x 
(qR,y,w,wo~,x + (q - 1) R~y,~,w0~) + 2 R~y,~'~os'~ 
xEW 
s 'x  < x 
=E 
xeW 
s 'x  > x 
= q ~ Rsy,wx 
x~W 
Q.E.D. 
Now set ~ = {w ~ Wp I w(A + ) ~ X_ } and, as in [12], define polynomials 
Qy, w, y, w~ by 
Z (-1) '(v)Py,zO ,w= y .... 
Ze~ 
Then we have 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let A, C ~ X_  such that A <~ C and let y, w ~ Wp such 
that y(A + ) = C, w(A + ) = A. Then 
Q 'a, c = ~2 y,w .
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Proof According to [12, 11.8.3] the polynomials Qy,~ satisfy the 
relation 
Oy,~ = ~E O_.y,z (x~v¢ R .... ) (-1)t(w)-t(z) qt(z)-t(y)" 
By Theorem 7.2 we have Zx~ w R .... = ~PA,z (A  +) for all z • 9. On the other 
hand the identity #' (D~)= q-e(C)D'c is equivalent to the formula 
( -  I)"(A'B) ~, ,~, ,,~(B,C) , J rA ,B~B,  Ct t  ~ Qa,c 
BEX_  
for a l lA~X ,A~C.  
The corollary is obvious when A = C. For A < C it then follows via an 
easy induction from these two formulas (compare [12, Corollary 11.9]). 
Remark 7.4. In the above setup we have done everything relative to the 
special point -p .  However, for the results obtained there is nothing 
"special" about the special point -p ;  i.e., corresponding results hold if -p  
is replaced by an arbitrary special point v and X is replaced by the set of 
alcoves contained in C~-. Also thc prime p plays no role. (We have just 
chosen to preserve the notation from Sections 1-3.) 
Let co o denote thc longcst word in £2_p. If A and C arc alcovcs contained 
in the dominant chamber, then wc set 
Q /C ,A  [-11 ~:~ Acoo,Cco0. 
Then Corollary 7.3 shows that Conjecture 1.4 is equivalent to the following 
Conjecture 7.5. Suppose A and C are alcoves contained in {ee C+p] 
( ~o, e + p ) < p(p - h + 2 ) ). Then 
[H°(2A): L(2c)] = Q'c,A(1). 
8. AN INDUCTIVE FORMULA FOR THE ELEMENTS D~ 
In this section we prove a formula for D~ similar to the inductive for- 
mula for D C obtained in [12, 10.7]. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let A, C~X.  Then we define /~'(A, C) as the coef- 
ficient of q(a(A,c) 1)/2 in the polynomial Q'A,c. 
Remark 8.2... (i) /~'(A, C) = 0 unless A ~< C and d(A, C) is odd. 
(ii) Let y,w~Wp such that y(A +)=C and w(A +)=A. Then by 
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Corollary 7.3 we have #'(A, C)=the coefficient of q(t(w~-t(y)-l)/2 in Qy,~. 
Hence by the definition of Qy,w we find #'(A, C)= #(y, w). (Note that for 
y < w all the terms in Z~ ~(-1)t°)-t(Y)py,~ O~,~ except the first and the 
last have degree <<,l(l(z) - l (y)  - 1) + l ( l (w) -  l(z) - 1) = l ( l (w) - l (y))  - 1. 
Hence the coefficients of q(t(w)-t(y)-17/2 in Py,~ and in 0y, w coincide.) 
THEOREM 8.3. Let C E X_  and s E S. Then 
T~D'c=qD'c i f  sC < C 
=-D 'c+D'c+ ~, 
A~X 
sA <A 
]~'(A, C) q(d(A,C)+ 1)/2D, A
i f  sC > C and sC E X_  . 
Proof  The proof of [12, Theorem 8.2] carries over. 
Just as in [12] we get the following 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let  C ~ X_  and s ~ S such that sC < C. Then 
,q, t3, fo r  all A ~ X with sA ~ X , (i) ~A,c=~sA,c J '  
(ii) Q'a,c = 0 for  all A ~ X_  with sA ¢ X , 
(iii) if(A, C) = 0 for A ~ X_  with sA > A and A # sC. 
From Theorem 8.3 we can also obtain an inductive formula for the 
elements D~. Let C EX be contained in the box H,. Then there exist 
S1, S2,-.. ,SncE S such that C= s1s2-  s ,cA { , d( A +, C) = n c. The induction 
will be on no If nc = 0 then D~ = e'~. So suppose nc > 0 and set C' = Sl C. 
Then by Theorem 8.3 we find 
D'c=(Ts l+ l )D 'c  , -  ~ #'(A,C')qld(A'C')+I)/2D'A . (8.5) 
A 
slA<A 
'Now just as in [12, Sect. 10] it is seen that if #'(A ,C ' )v~O then 
nA<~nc-1 .  
To obtain D~ we thus have to know all #'(A, C')D~. Since #'(A, C )=0 
unless A >~ Co9~ (see Remark 6.4(i)) we see that (8.5) does indeed give a 
finite algorithm for computing D~ in spite of the fact that the D'c'S are not 
translation invariant like the Dc's considered in [12] (see [12, Corollary 
7.4]). 
EXAMPLE 8.6. (Compare [12, 10.8].) Consider type G2 and let v be the 
special point - (p + 1) p. Then we index the 12 alcoves in Hv by a,..., l as 
follows: 
f 
/ '  I 
1 
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The three elements 1, $2, and s3 of S act on X as follows: sl reflects an 
alcove with respect to its shortest side, s2 reflects it with respect o its 
middle-sized side, and s3 reflects it with respect o its largest side. We write 
Ti= Ts,~ 0~. Then using (8.5) we get 
t t Da = ev 
D~ = (T 1 + 1) D'~ 
O'~= (T3 + 1) D'~-qO'~ 
O~= (T2 + 1) D'~- qD'b 
D'~ = (T3 + 1) O'~- qO'~ 
D'f= (T2 + m ) o'~-qO'a 
3'~ = (T1 + 1) D'~ - qO'a 
D~=(T  1 + 1) D~ (= (T2 + 1)Og) 
h ;= (T3 + 1)O'h-qO'g 
D',- = ( T 2 + 1 ) D; - qD'h - q7D'a, 
D~ = (T3 + 1)Dj- -qD; 
D'r = (T1 + 1)n'k-q4n'~. 
The explicit formulas for D',,..., D't and the analogous results for types A 2 
and B2 are given in the next section. 
9. TABLES FOR D~ 
Below we give the patterns for some D~ in rank 2. First we give the pat- 
terns in the case where the special point v = - (p  + l )p.  We also include a 
two B2-patterns relative to a special point close to only one wall of the 
negatively dominant chamber. In each pattern we have marked the special 
point and the alcove C and we have entered the polynomial Q'A,c in the 
alcove A. The bold lines are the walls of the negatively dominant chamber. 
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2 
v-- - (p+ I ) p 
;/ 
q2 2 "~." q q 
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/'-4 
/ /  
q2 q2 
X ype G 2 : c 
/ "x~ v=-(p+1)p 
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-"~/ q3 2 q2 q 
/~  q3 q 
/11" 
y v = - (p+1) D 
"-..kV/~4 ~3 
q~ q~ ~ 5q5 
v = - (p+1) p 
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k-~<~,~,5~'<~ ~- .~ 17-42" 
/~ . /~.%~/ / I  Type %:g 
v (p+1) p 
/--,.. 
/..I" 
/ - . .~  eG2:h 
y v = - (p+l) p 
q6 q4 ~ ~ q 6 2 q 5  2q 
q5 q5 
v = - (p+1)  p 
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~ Type G 2: j 
v = - (p+1 )JD 
q q qz 14 I 
v (p+1)f 
q1~ q~ q6 
Type G2: 1 
v=- (p+1)p  
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/< 
/Type  B2 / ~  
v = - (p+1) ~c~- (np+1) ~B 
n>2 ;/ 
 PeB2 
~'=-~ ~°-~°~ I \~Y n>2 
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Type B 2 
v = - (np+1) wc~- (P+I) mB 
n>_3 
Type  B 2 
v = - (np+l) ~c~- (p+1) w B 
n>3 
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Note added in proof. After this paper was accepted for publication in August 1982 several 
papers have appeared which relate directly to the results proved here. We mention the 
following: 
S.-L KATO, On the Kazhda~Lusztig polynomials for affine Weyl groups, Adv. in Math. 55 
(1985), 103-130. 
H. H_ ANDEP, SEN, Filtrations of cohomology modules for Chevalley groups, Ann. Scient. 
Norm. Sup. 16 (1983), 495-528. 
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